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This assessment is confined to the Single Market and regular economic issues that 
arise from the Brexit decision. It is not intended to address other equally important 
cultural, environmental or legal aspects of EU membership that arise in so many 
other contexts. 

1. Background: 

i) Any discussion of what arrangements could or should be made for Scotland, or 
between Scotland and the EU, will be conditional, short of independence or 
extensive Scottish autonomy, on the arrangements that the UK government decides 
to adopt with respect to the EU. This remains unknown and will remain so for some 
time. 

ii) A number of possible models to replace the single market have been in 
discussion, but they all involve trying to achieve the near impossible of maintaining 
free EU market access (including for investment and passporting), while limiting the 
free movement of labour. That involves a difficult compromise, especially for the EU 
for whom free movement of labour is a “fundamental freedom” that, if lost, would 
conflict with the free movement of capital and investment that the UK values highly 
and would want to retain. Nevertheless, some form of compromise should be 
possible; either within the terms of the Single Market itself, or by creating different 
replacement arrangements for the UK or Scotland. 

iii) The main contenders are probably the Norwegian model (stay in the Single 
Market, contribute to its costs without a vote on its regulations); the Swiss model 
(bilateral free trade deals in selected sectors); stay out with bilateral free trade deals 
with the EU and outsiders to replace the Single Market; or stay in with compromises 
on certain articles in the Single Market – for example, with quotas to replace the free 
movement of labour in return for concessions on aspects of EU membership outside 
the Single Market. This has been suggested in the unofficial French-German 
“Continental Partnership” idea.  

iv)  All but the “stay out” option could be constructed to preserve the passporting 
feature of the current Single Market. But it might be difficult to agree watertight 
definitions to limit what may take place in the sectors at issue in the Swiss case. 

v) Not much can be decided until the Article 50 process is underway. When that will 
start is unclear, but it is reasonable to expect not for 1-2 years yet. First, there are 
strong incentives for the UK to delay: the longer the delay, the more the pressures 
on the EU to compromise build up. One can see that in the German employers’ 
pressure for a single market scheme with work permits, worries that the Brexit 
slowdown puts the stability of Italian banks at risk, and short time in German 
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manufacturing plants etc. Second, the complexity of negotiating replacement 
arrangements (where London lacks the necessary expertise) means that almost 
certainly it cannot be done in the 2 years allowed. Better to delay invoking Article 50 
till a good part of the design of what needs to follow has been done. This means 
Scotland needs to be in on the ground floor with her concerns, to avoid being 
presented with a fait accompli, but should not reckon with any early decisions. 

vi) There may also be an incentive on the EU side to dilute the pressures to trigger 
Article 50, to make space to recreate agreement on the future form of the EU and to 
allow the financial pressures imposed by Brexit to subside. The emergence of the 
Continental Partnership idea from the EU side indicates a desire for a degree of 
compromise. 

2. Direct Losses in Trade from leaving the Single Market: 

Much of the effort and discussion to find acceptable solutions to the Brexit problem 
has focussed on finding possible trading arrangements to replace the existing single 
market. This is misplaced and at best should be a low priority. Important as the trade 
links are (and they are), their impact on the economy and employment as a whole is 
numerically small. 

Several estimates have been made of the impact of Brexit on the UK economy (but 
none for Scotland alone). They produce losses of about 1% to 2% of GDP. These 
costs are about the same as the gains estimated for membership of the single 
market when it was set up [as you would expect]. The original Cecchini report 
estimated the gains at 5% of GDP over 5 years in 1992. The EU’s post-mortem 
study in 2000 showed GDP gains of 1% by the time Euro arrived. Later EU estimates 
put the figure at 2.15% of GDP in 2006; and at 2.13% of GDP or 1.3% in 
employment in 2014: half what was originally thought and now tailing off. These 
gains will not be distributed evenly of course, so the corresponding losses under 
Brexit will hit some sectors much harder than others. 

The reason why the direct trade effects are relatively small is that EU tariffs against 
outsiders currently average 2%-3%. Since the pound has depreciated 10% since the 
leave vote, the cost of UK exports to the EU has fallen by about 7% since the vote. 
As a result, UK firms are now reporting increased business. It is true that imports will 
cost more as a result of the depreciation (roughly 2½%, in view of the share of 
imports), but since UK inflation is far short of its 2% target this is not currently a 
problem. 

3. Investment. 

The argument so far suggests the direct costs of leaving the single market trading 
setup, while unhelpful and unwanted, are not large. But the indirect costs are quite 
another matter. Put differently, these studies create a natural “counterfactual”, in 
which the current estimates of potential losses are probably correct – except that 
they miss out the most vital factor, the impact on investment.  

Investment intentions are of course intangible and notoriously hard to forecast 
because they depend on the domestic economy’s success and on the tendency of 
outsiders (including EU investors) to use the market friendly UK economy as a 
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bridgehead into the EU economy; that is, as a platform for production within the EU 
free trade zone, and as a means for “passporting” their activities from the UK or 
Scotland into the EU as a whole. The cumulative effects of that investment activity 
are potentially very important. Hence the economic exit costs are likely to be 
considerably larger than those advertised, but we don’t know exactly by how much. 
Those of us consulted by the EU Presidency 10 years ago as part of their 
“Euro@ten” review argued that more effective European investment had been the 
most important gain of the single market. For Scotland, this is still my view for the 
reasons indentified below. 

4. Investment is the key element: 

Investment spending plays three key roles. First it builds capacity: the ability to 
produce competitively over time, into the future. The specific quantity spent therefore 
has a magnified effect on output and employment going forward; and investment lost 
through Brexit would have a likewise magnified effect in lost output/growth. It is hard 
to put numbers on this cost since there are no private sector investment data for 
Scotland. But we can make estimates: grossing up the figures for public investment 
(which are available) in the same proportion as the UK shows that new investment is 
now running at around 3.3% of GDP, a little over half the UK rate (6%). On these 
numbers, Scotland can ill afford a further loss of investment from Brexit, whether due 
to a slowdown or lost passporting. 

Second, the inability to passport your services/goods into the EU could be very 
damaging to investment spending. For obvious reasons we have no data on how 
much investment is made to facilitate pass-porting. But given that 15.3% of Scottish 
exports go to the EU (ex-UK), and 63.8% to rUK (may be to be passported on), the 
loss of passporting rights would mean a loss of 16% at least in investment. 

Third, and most important, investment is the way productivity growth enters into the 
economy. In fact, productivity growth is the only source for permanent increases in 
growth and employment (growth in available labour would help too, but Scotland’s 
working population is static or shrinking). Hence a loss of investment for Brexit 
reasons would inflict even greater long term damage to the Scottish economy than 
the current weak investment performance because the ability to incorporate 
productivity gains would shrink. The Council of Economic Advisors argued this point 
in 2008 and 2009, but the implications are worth repeating here. 

5. The link to productivity growth 

Scotland has labour productivity which is 3% lower than the UK. Yet wages are 
roughly 6% lower. This implies that unit labour costs are 3% lower in Scotland. 
However, overall production costs per unit are not lower since otherwise the Scottish 
economy would have grown faster. Scotland has in fact grown by ½%-1% points 
slower each year for several years. Hence total factor productivity (meaning 
productivity of the other factors of production, or in the way they are combined) must 
have been lower in Scotland. Scots work harder than their counterparts, but to less 
effect because labour has been substituted for capital and productivity increases. 
This suggests we need a two-pronged approach: a general drive to increase total 
factor productivity with improved technology, capital deepening, better work 
practices; plus policies to shift the industry mix towards the high productivity activities 
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and those with specialised services, skills, or economies of scale. In short, we need 
more investment to exploit trade and Scotland’s comparative advantage, not less as 
will happen under Brexit. 

6. Investing in productivity growth 

Scotland ranks highly on R&D and innovation in the public sector – principally in 
higher education sector – but does less well in business and industry. In fact 
business R&D spending runs at half the UK rate. And most is done by US, Scottish 
and EU owned firms: very little by UK based firms. In figures, 53% is done by US 
firms, 25% by Scottish owned firms, 16% by EU firms and 3% by UK owned firms. At 
the same time, 8% of firms in Scotland by value added are US owned, 31% are non-
UK and 61% are UK owned. Taken together, this means that UK based firms 
undertake just 1/20th of the R&D or innovation spending, per unit value added, of 
non-UK firms. The simplest strategy, then, is to find ways to bring high productivity 
activities to the local economy by investing in productivity growth underpinned by 
encouraging foreign trade and ownership. Again the opposite of what Brexit left to 
itself would bring. 

Evidently an additional Brexit cost, in economic performance rather than scientific 
prowess, would be a loss of research funding (whether from the EU or internally). 
The Irish government has cooperated with the UK research councils for many years, 
so solutions are clearly possible. 

7. Could Scotland fit into a replacement single market arrangement? 

The reality is that, short of independence or comprehensive autonomy, Scotland will 
have to accept the post-EU arrangements negotiated by the UK government. At this 
point, the Swiss option probably finds most favour in London. This would have 
advantages for Scotland if, as seems likely, the bilateral market access agreements 
are made in areas where Scotland has comparative advantage: principally financial 
services, but also in energy and technical services, biotechnology, digital, 
downstream petroleum and chemical products, high quality food, drink and clothing. 
All this depends on being able to negotiate and agree bilateral deals with the EU in 
the sectors concerned, including crucially passporting and defining watertight limits 
to what activities/passporting can be regarded as legitimately “within sector”. It is not 
clear if this can be done satisfactorily from Scotland’s point of view. 

A better alternative might be the Continental Partnership format, as proposed in an 
unofficial French-German-Brussels initiative, in which the UK/Scotland’s Single 
Market membership (hence free trade and free market access) is preserved as it is. 
But the free movement of labour is suspended, to be controlled instead perhaps by a 
system of quotas, in return for limited forms of joint regulation – enough to allow 
passporting – a joint say in common single market policies and a degree of joint 
decision making in some other areas of the EU. That implies a voice, but not 
necessarily a vote, on setting EU rules. To make this a reality, there would have to 
be a contribution to the European budget – at a reduced level compared to regular 
EU members – and the application of European law to certain defined activities. The 
details of such a scheme remain to be worked out. But it is likely to be superior for 
Scotland because it retains full access to the Single Market and the freedom to 
exploit Scotland’s comparative advantages in a way that the currently devolved 
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revenues cannot, instead of being dependent on whatever compromises and 
sectoral deals the UK decides to negotiate are able to deliver. 

If an arrangement of this kind were to be adopted, it would be in Scotland’s interest 
to ensure that the labour movement clause is controlled by a work permit scheme 
rather than a system of overall UK quotas. This way, Scotland would retain an ability 
to boost certain sectors of the economy, rather than go along with whatever comes 
out of the general UK agreement. 

In contrast to all this, staying outside with across-the-board free trade deals with the 
EU and others on a bilateral basis would have little value since the economy would 
remain linked to the UK markets with little investment in productivity or comparative 
advantage. 

 

 

 


